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What would you do if the most important people in your world were suddenly and violently taken away from
you? Everything is excruciating! Everything is broken! Ean Montgomery and Dani Adams were each forced to
see the same grief counselor after a drunk driver killed both Dani’s husband and Ean’s wife and six year old
son. Two cars demolished, two families killed. In an unconventional twist of therapy, Dani and Ean were each
given a private cell phone and only the first initial of their first names. They were then instructed to reach out
to one another in order to share their grief…to heal. The rules: Communicate only through text messages and
never reveal our real names or other personal details.
Neither planned to contact the other, but with all hope and the will to live gone… Over the course of a year,
through texting alone, they form a unique bond. Friendship blossoms into something deeper. They were never
supposed to meet, but fate had other plans, and into their world of loss and despair, something amazing began
to grow… But can the can the passion they’ve found sustain itself with the deep, soul-twisting pain that never
seems to fade? Join Ean and Dani on their journey as they discover that even in their darkest days, hope does
exist and when tragedy turns your world upside down, the miracle of love can set everything right again. This
story woke me up in the middle of the night and the best way I can it describe is…like listening to an
audiobook. I felt their journey with such intensity it took my breath away. I got up, opened notes on my

iPhone, and my thumbs got to work. That was October 4, 2015. Since then, I've been very fortunate. I was
introduced to an amazing editor and together we've spent the last year and a half making Dani and Ean's story
shine. It’s a story about hope and how the power of love can heal even the deepest wounds.

